
 

Have it your way – AME Planters with options you demand 

 

 

Generic Row Unit 
Generic row unit with all major 

components in cast iron – Shank, 

Face Plate and Lower Parallel 

Arms. Our units are comparable 

with most of the popular planter 

row units made to date. They are 

capable of utilizing Precision 

Planting® products and accessories 

along with most of the industry 

leading manufacturer’s products 

and components. 
 

 

 
 
 

The manual for the planters can be downloaded from http://www.a-m-e.co/index-3.html 
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Bare row unit ready to 

accept any seed meter or 

seed hopper.  

http://www.a-m-e.co/index-3.html


 

   

 

Your Choice of Drive 
AME row units can accept standard chain drive, 

flex drive, hydraulic drive or electric drive meters. 

Additionally, you have a choice of mechanical 

finger pick-up meter or vacuum seed delivery 

meter. You can also set your row units as 

individual drives or zone drives or full hex shaft 

standard arrangement. 
 

 

Your Choice of Down Force 
AME row units are standard with twin down 

pressure springs but will accept hydraulic down 

force, Air Force®, Air bags and many other down 

pressure systems that are available on the market 

today. We are capable of accepting aftermarket 

row cleaners, no-till coulters, fertilizer openers and 

other attachments. 
 

 

Your Choice of Hopper 
AME row units can accept standard 1.6 bushel, 

large 3 bushel hoppers or mini drives for central fill 

system. Smart Box® mounting brackets are also 

available. Optional narrow gauge wheel units 

especially suitable for 15” planting are additionally 

available. 

 

 

Your Choice of 7”x7” or  

T-Bar® Toolbars 
AME new T-Bar® design allows infinite 

adjustability in row spacing and configuration as 

well as interchangeability with other implements as 

strip till, side dresser, NH3 applicators etc. This 

gives you an option of using your tool bar more 

than once in a single season.   

 Email us for more details: ame@A-M-E.co  


